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Game Information: 
Dive back into the world of Arcanus Cella with a new cast and a new adventure! Take on the 
role of a wandering warrior trapped in a dangerous pocket-sized world filled with more 
monsters, more weapons, more dungeons and more danger than ever before—and there's 
only one way out. ClaDun x2 has twice the thrills, twice the spills, twice the lovable classic-
ness of the first! 
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Game Features: 
•Explore a new version of Arcanus Cella with new characters and dungeons! 
•Delve beyond dungeons and into Ran-geons, New-geons, and all-new Tri-geons! 
•Upgrade your crew to infinity in order to keep the Main Character safe! 
•Tailor your gameplay experience—customize your character’s appearance, weapons, 
  and even the background music! 

Santa Ana, Calif. (August 14, 2012) –ClaDun x2, the sequel to the highly praised dungeon 
crawler action RPG game ClaDun:This is an RPG!, is available today on PC through Steam. 
Providing even more gameplay, features, and replay value, ClaDun x2 contains everything 
that made the first game so well-received and adored, plus much more!  
 
There will also be a demo available for ClaDun series newcomers! The full version can be 
yours for only $19.99 in the United States, £14.99 in the United Kingdom, and €18.99 
throughout Europe. For pricing in other regions, please check the ClaDun x2 page on Steam. 

About NIS America 

In 2003, NIS America was 

established in Southern 

California to bring exciting, one-

of-a-kind Japanese culture to 

North America.  NIS America’s 

team members devote 

themselves to the fans. Their 

respect for their fans is at the 

heart of everything they do.  As 

an established entertainment 

publisher in the U.S., NIS 

America is committed to 

continuous growth and 

improvement.  

 

NIS America is a subsidiary of 

Nippon Ichi Software, Inc., a 

Japanese company famous for 

its unique line of strategy RPGs 

with titles such as Disgaea, 

Phantom Brave, and Makai 

Kingdom. NIS America has also 

become a publisher of Japanese 

anime titles, such as Toradora!, 

WAGNARIA!!, and kimi ni todoke 

-From Me to You-.   
 
 
Contact NIS America, Inc. at  
1221 E. Dyer Road. Suite 100,  
Santa Ana, CA 92075; Phone (714) 
540-1122; and website at 
www.NISAmerica.com 

To download the game, please visit Steam.com 
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